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Abstract 
Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks have become an 
important infrastructure and been involved in 
more sophisticated system like secure distributed 
content management. P2P content indexing is one 
of the key features of such system, and is based on 
centralized facilities conventionally. In this paper 
we present a novel approach for capability aware 
dynamic indexing for purely P2P network, 
especially private network. Leveraging RDF, peer 
could dynamically retrieve content information 
based on composite capabilities of local device. 
Based on nature of fully connected topology, 
simple distributed transactions in both active and 
passive modes implement adaptability for the 
dynamic changes of network connection, sharable 
content, capabilities and status of peers. We show 
how this approach can enhance the context 
sensitive indexing functionality and meet the 
requirements in a dynamically changed purely P2P 
network. 

Keywords: Content Indexing, Peer-to-peer, 
RDF, Device Capability. 

1 Introduction 
Peer-to-peer network are distributed network that 
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consists of interconnected nodes able to 
self-organize into network topologies with the 
purpose of sharing resources and without any 
centralized control or hierarchical organization. 
Comparing with the client/server network, one of 
its characteristics is to allow local resources to be 
shared directly without the need for intermediate 
servers. 

With more and more network technologies 
applied in the private network, such as a home 
network, the requirement is arisen to share and 
protect content effectively within the P2P 
environment. For example, a home network needs 
to share diversified data, from plain text data to 
multimedia data, among various devices with 
different capabilities, such as PCs, the residential 
gateway, the home media center and mobile 
devices. A lot of efforts have been made to handle 
the content information shared within the P2P 
networks. Conventional solution is based on 
client-server mode, in which content information 
is stored in a centralized server and clients get the 
information from the server. Such solutions use 
technologies derived from enterprise technologies 
such as JNDI/LDAP. And some dedicated 
solutions are defined for home network 
multimedia applications, for example, the 
registration service of the open source project 
Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware [1]. 
While such solutions are difficult to solve the 
problems caused by the nature of the peer-to-peer 
network, for it is hardly to have a persistent and 
high capable centralized server in the home 
network, and the fault of the server device may 
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caused a fatal problem to content indexing of the 
whole network. 

In order to support advanced applications, some 
capability information is used in mobile web 
access. The typical ones are W3C Device 
Independent and CC/PP [2], and also OMA 
UAProf [3]. For these technologies mainly focus 
on conventional client-server architecture, they 
also can not meet the need of P2P networks. 

In this paper, we present an approach for 
content indexing in the P2P private network, in 
which peer provides its capabilities to other 
devices to get suitable content information. This 
approach provides flexible content indexing 
function for Content Protection for Workplace 
Client Technology (CPWCT), which is a broadcast 
encryption [4], based content sharing and 
protection solution for P2P private network, and 
could also be widely used in more applications. It 
relies on the W3C metadata standards RDF [5, 6, 7] 
to describe device capabilities and meets the 
characteristics of peer-to-peer private network. 
Beside these, it handles the synchronization of 
content information and fault tolerant.  

In this approach, peers retrieve content 
information based on its media capability, system 
capability and even user profile, which reflect the 
device characteristics and the user preference. 
Each content holder provides the suitable content 
information to requesting devices according to 
their individual capabilities. The process can 
provide an accurate, flexible and on demand 
content indexing way and get rid of the risk that a 
device wants to render content out of the scope of 
its physical capability. It realizes the capability 
and content aware content indexing. Based on 
nature of fully connected topology, simplified 
distributed transactions in both active and passive 
modes implement adaptability for the dynamic 
changes of network connection, sharable content, 
capabilities and status of peers 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. 
Section 2 introduces the architecture and strategy 
on CPWCT content indexing. Section 3 defines 
the RDF based capability presentation. Section 4 
describes content awareness of the CPWCT 
content indexing. Section 5 presents the content 
indexing transactions that implements context 
awareness. Finally, we summarize the approach 

and introduce the future work in Section 6. 

2 Architecture and Strategy 
The CPWCT provides automatic device discovery, 
inter-cluster authorization, clustering and secure 
data transportation mechanism based on broadcast 
encryption technology. A group of CPWCT 
devices forms a trusted community eXtensible 
Content Protection (xCP) [8, 9, 10] cluster, which 
defines the social context in which the devices 
interact. The behavior of CPWCT is a kind of 
social behavior including both collaboration and 
competence. The CPWCT devices collaborate in 
tasks for including clustering, content 
dissemination and indexing. CPWCT devices 
actively contact with others to join the xCP cluster 
and share local content to trusted devices, in the 
mean time to authorize devices and catch content 
from other devices. An xCP cluster could be 
abstracted as a set Cluster={D, S}, where D is 
trusted device set in the xCP cluster, and S is the 
cluster context. The structure of CPWCT is shown 
in Figure 1. 

 In the content indexing level, the key points are 
devices’ capabilities and interactions devices. We 
considered the content indexing approach from the 
following aspects: (1) the description to the static 
objects in the system, including devices, (2) the 
description of distributed transactions for content 
indexing in the system, including the devices’ 
inter-activities in content indexing level. 

Figure 1 CPWCT System in Home Network

For an xCP cluster, the global snapshot is 
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D=∪di, Bcs=∪Bs,i, Bs,i ={cf1, …cfm}, where D is 
the set of devices of the xCP cluster, di is the 
devices in the cluster, Bcs is the set of all xCP 
content files in the cluster, Bs,i is the set of xCP 
content files managed by ai. The global content 
information snapshot retrieved by ai is 
CIi=∪f(Bs,i,Ci) and j≠i, where Ci is the capability 
of ai and CIi is only a subset of Bcs. The basic 
assumption is Bs,i=φ, if the network connection to 
di is disconnected, di is shutdown or di has no local 
xCP content file. 

In this static view, a device ai could be 
described from abstract aspects of Media 
Capability, System Capability and User Profile 
shown in Figure 2. 

ystem capability 
de

pr

In o pability and content 

notate resources on the Web 
an

n represent schemas based 
on

formal model of RDF, we can 
de

edia capabilities, the triple 
of

  Media Capability - It describes media types 
accepted by a device. It describes the media 
features of a device. For a device, with different 
kinds of software and hardware, the device’s 
media capabilities are various. A PDA may have 
windows media play, so it can support window 
media video/audio media. A digital TV may 
integrate a hardware MPEG 4 decoder, so it can 
play media in MPEG 4 format. When sharing 
content information in the private cluster, a device 
can provide its media capability to other devices to 
request the media fitting for it. 

System Capability - S
scribes physical characteristics of the device. It 

contains the descriptions of the device, such as 
CPU speed, memory size, and screen size and 
device type. This information provides a reference 
to decide which kinds of media can be share to the 
device. For example, the PDA with the limited 
hardware resource could only play small size of 
media or the streaming media, but a home media 

center doesn’t have such a limitation and can be 
shared with large and high quality media contents.  

User profile - User profile describes the user 
eference and maybe other user’s information. It 

contains the description of the user id and his/her 
preference. Different users may have different 
preferences on different kinds of device. For 
example, the user may prefer to listen to mp3 in a 
PDA when he is cooking and may prefer to watch 
a high quality Hollywood movie in his home 
media center. All this user profiles will be record 
by devices in the cluster. And based on a certain 
statistical strategy, devices can provide different 
services to users. 

3 RDF Based Capability 
Presentation 
rder to implement ca

Device A Device B 

Media Capabilities
aware content indexing in a peer-to-peer network, 
we must find out a way to describe the device’s 
capability. With the description, devices can 
exchange their capabilities without the explicit 
users’ participation. 

RDF is used to an

System Capabilities

d provide the means by which computer systems 
can exchange and comprehend data. All resources 
are identifiable by unique resource identifiers. 
Annotations about resources are based on various 
schemas that are defined in RDFS and are stored 
in RDF repositories.  

Using RDFS, we ca
 device, capability and value, to define the 

vocabulary used for describing device capabilities. 
RDF triple <device, capability, value> represents 
specific annotations, where device identifies the 
device, capability specifies what properties the 
device has, and value specifies the value of those 
properties.  

Using the 
scribe the media capability and system 

capability as below. 

When describing m
 <di, MCi, MTi> (di∈D) is defined, where di 

represents device i, D is the set of devices in the 
cluster, MCi represents media capabilities of 
device i and MTi represents media types of device 

User Profiles
Device C 

Figure 2. Devices Abstract View
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i. We can view a set of statements as a directed 
labeled graph model like Figure 3, which 
represents  

The MCi of di are wmv, rm and mov. 

 represent 
di

 
th

Si is 32M and CPUi speed is 
1.

resents memory 
si

 
capa

4.1 pology 
are several kinds 

e:(1) 

etwork topology change in the different 
ca

n a new device joins a cluster, the 
CP

In the statement, wmv, rm and mov
fferent media types. 

 
When describing system capability, we can use
e one of the container objects defined by RDF to 

present the list of resources or literals likes Figure 
4, which represents 

The di has the M
5G Hz. The idj is assigned to di. 

In the statement, di∈D, MSi rep
ze of device i and CPUi represents CUP speed of 

the devices i. 

 
Here we give out a representation of device
bilities based on RDF/XML format in Figure 

5. The representation contains the media 
capabilities and system capabilities. It is used in 
indexing transactions to provide the conditions for 

devices to filter content information for the 
individual requesting device. 

 

 

4. areness Context Aw

 Network To
For a peer-to-peer network, there 
of designs to organize peers. In summary, they 
could be divided into two categories: pure P2P and 
not pure P2P such as the super-peer [11] network. 
For xCP cluster, it is a dynamic network, and it is 
hard to find out some persistent and high capable 
devices to act as super peers, for example, in a 
home network, the devices can join and exit the 
cluster at any time. This asks the network topology 
to be a pure equal peer-to-peer infrastructure. 

The charactristics of peer-to-peer network ar
peers can join and leave the network dynamically 
(2) Peers can be autonomous devices that takes 
over specific responsibilities. Because of these 
characteristics, the CPWCT network topology gets 
rid of the dependence to super peers. Devices can 
detect the changes of devices in the cluster using 
CPWCT infrastructure and then use the 
RDF-based device capability description to 
request the new proper content information in the 
cluster 

The n
ses: 

(1) Whe
WCT infrastructure will detect the change and 

notify other devices in the cluster to request 
content information from the new device. This 
means a new device will receive N (N is the 
number of devices in the old cluster) requests 
message in the cluster. After this, the new device 
will return the suitable content information to each 
of N devices. As for the new joined device, it will 
send N request message to the devices in the 
cluster to request the content information, which is 
suitable for itself, and it will receive N response 
message. All together, when a new device joins a 
cluster, there will be 4N messages to be 
transmitted to let the devices get their on demand 
content information. 

… 

MCi

di

Figure 3. Media Capability Model

wmv 
rm 

mov

MSi

Figure 4. System Capability Model 

CPUi

32 M 1.5G Hz 

Assignment 

idj

di

<rdf:RDF> 

iption about="http://www<rdf:Descr .ibm.com/di "> 

 

="wmv"/> 

<m: MCi> 

<rdf:Bag>

<rdf:li type

 

 

<rdf:li type="rm"/> 

<rdf:li type="mov"/>

<

<

/rdf:Bag> 

/m: MCi > 

<s:Assignment> 

<rdf:Description about="http:// www.ibm.com/idj"> 

<v: MSi>32M </v: MSi> 

<v: CPUi>1.5G Hz </v: CPUi> 

<

<

<

<

/rdf:Description> 

/s: Assignment > 

/rdf:Description> 

/rdf:RDF> 

Figure 5. Device Capability in RDF Format 
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(2) When a device leaves from a cluster, the 
C

 pure 
pe

onization and Fault 

In t ach device in the cluster 

t notifying others, the 
in

uted Indexing 

 network 
topol in an xCP cluster 

ent to request shared content 
in es h  

n in the content 
in

requests the content information in the 
cl

PWCT infrastructure will detect the change and 
notify other devices in the cluster to remove 
content information came from that left device. 
And this process doesn’t need messages exchange 
between devices in content indexing level. 

There are two advantages of adopting
er-to-peer topology in content indexing. Firstly, 

the pure peer-to-peer network meets the 
characteristic of the private network, especially 
home network, in which any device could join and 
leave the network at any time. Moreover, the 
request/response sessions among each device 
bring the possibility of capability and content 
aware content indexing, for each request/response 
session could contain querying information and 
result based on each device capabilities. This 
brings the dynamic characteristic to the content 
indexing.Secondly, the pure peer-to-peer network 
allows the devices to be highly independent 
autonomous devices. In the network, each device 
holds one suitable content information list. 
Meanwhile, the CPWCT infrastructure will 
provide the reliable change information of the 
cluster. So each device will not depend on any 
other device to maintain the content information in 
the cluster. Devices are not only a content 
information provider but a consumer. This brings 
the independent characteristic to the content 
indexing. 

4.2 Synchr
Tolerance 

his approach, e
maintains a table of the whole content information 
in the cluster. And the device will change its 
content information table in following cases (1) 
when a device is notified that the change of cluster 
(device joins or exits) happens, it will modify its 
table. (2) When a device receives a refresh 
message and gets response, it will change the table. 
(3) When a device is notified its local contents 
changed, it will change the table and send refresh 
message to other devices. Only through these three 
entries can a device modify its table, and because 
the events are atomic events, which will happen 
and execute one after another in programming 
level, this could ensure the content information in 
the cluster is synchronized. 

As for the fault tolerant, when a device crash 
and exit to the cluster withou

frastructure of CPWCT could detect the change 
and notify other devices to delete the content 
information from this device. A device failed to 
receive correct responses from another device in 
following cases: (1) the device is disabled, crashed 
or turned off; (2) a transport problem occurs in the 
network. If there isn’t any response in the waiting 
time, the requesting device will consider that the 
requested device has exited the cluster, and it will 
delete all the content information from that “dead” 
device and ignore those responses out of the 
waiting time. 

5. Distrib
Transactions 

Because we adopt the pure peer-to-peer
ogy, one of the difficulties 

is that no device has access to the global state of 
the system; especially the devices are loosely 
coupled. In this approach, the content information 
could be updated in two modes: active and passive 
modes. And a simple message set is designed to 
define the interaction among CPWCT devices for 
content indexing. 

The message set is M={m m m }, where 
m is message s

req, res, ref 

req 
formation from other devic , w ich contains 

the media capability, system capability and even 
user profile of the requesting device in RDF 
format; mres is response message which contains 
local content information filtered according to the 
requesting device capabilities; mref is notification 
message which is sent to notify other CPWCT 
device of local content change. 

Based on these three messages, two kinds of 
operation model could happe

dexing. 

Active Operation - When a device joined the 
cluster, it 

uster. The active operation is shown in Figure 6. 
Device A joins the cluster consisting of device B 
and C, it sends mreq to all the other devices in the 
cluster. The mreq contains its device capabilities. 
After receiving mres from B and C, A will use the 
returned data profiles to show all suitable content 
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and their information to the user. Then, the user 
can manipulate these sharing data without carrying 
whether they can be play in A. 

When devices, such as B and C in Figure 6, 
receive mreq from A, they will parse the messages 
an

ng content 
in

e device requests the other 
de

d get A’s capabilities. Using A’s information, B 
and C could find out proper content for A. For 
example, if A is a PDA and the user likes to listen 
to music in it, then the information of music 
content in B and C will be found out. 

After filtering their local data profile, B and C 
will send mres containing the matchi

formation to A. When receiving mres from other 
B and C. A merges all received information 
together. Content’s name, type and location add 
together as its key index. As far as the merge 
completes, A can provide the whole suitable 
content to the user. 

Passive Operation - When the content of a 
device changed, th

vices in the cluster to refresh their content 

information. The passive operation is shown in 
Figure 7.  ④Merge received information 

Device B When the content of device B changed, B sends 
mref to notify A and C to request new data profile 
from B. A and C will send mreq to B, and the active 
operation will be repeated.  

For each CPWCT device, a event set 
represented by E = {emc, esc, elc eas, ecl, ereq, eres, eref } 
is defined to trigger actions for content indexing, 
where emc and esc are events generated when local 
media capabilities change (e.g., media player is 
added or removed) and system capability change 
(e.g., memory, hard disk or network bandwidth is 
changed); CPWCT device generates eas when its 
status changes, typically, when the device is 
started; elc is used to notify changes of local 
content, (e.g., content file is ingested or removed); 
ecl is event generated when cluster topology is 
changed (e.g., a device join or leave the cluster); 
eras is event generated when local device is 
disconnected from other device, it could be caused 
by either by disconnection of network or remote 
device shutdown；eref and eres are generated when 
mreq, mres and mre messages are received. Following 
are the actions triggered by the events. 

),(
e

START e
CONNe

:

ref
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ClustermSrequestall req⎯ →⎯
⎪
⎭

⎪
⎬

⎫

⎪
⎩

⎪
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⎧
=
=
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e
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⎫
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⎪
⎩
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e
e
e

:
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ireq amSnotifiyall ⎯ →⎯
⎪
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⎪
⎬

⎫

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧
 

),(: ireqreq amSeresponse ⎯ →⎯  

6 Conclusion and Future 
Works 

In this paper we present a novel approach for 
capability aware dynamic indexing for purely P2P 
network, especially private network. Leveraging 
RDF, peers in such system could dynamically 
retrieve content information based on composite 
capabilities of local device. RDF used in 

③ mres

① mreq

③ mres

②Filter local content information 

Device C 

Device A 

① mreq

②Filter local content
information 

Figure 6. Active Operation 

Device A 

① mref

 ③ mres

Device C 

② q mre

① mref

Device B 

Figur on e 7. Passive Operati
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peer-to-peer network allows a more complex and 
flexible device description. This significantly 
reduces the useless information exchanged in the 
network and make device dynamically adjust 
content information according to the devices 
changes in peer-to-peer network. Based on nature 
of fully connected peer-to-peer topology, 
simplified distributed transactions in both active 
and passive modes provide adaptability for the 
dynamic changes of network connection, sharable 
content, capabilities and status of peers. We show 
how this approach can enhance the context 
sensitive indexing functionality and fault tolerance 
in a dynamically changed purely peer-to-peer 
network. 

In current implementation we only involved in 
media capability and system capability. With the 
requirement of consideration of user preference, 
user profile will become more and more important 
in content indexing. Actually through adding the 
user profile abstract, the device can serve as an 
agent, which can record the users’ preferences and 
based on the preferences provides different content 
indexing result to different users. For example, if 
the user likes to listen to music in a PDA, the PDA 
will set a high priority to music content when 
content indexing and lists the music in the front of 
the media list; And if the user prefers, fiction 
movie, when he open digital TV, the TV set a high 
priority to fiction movie when content indexing 
and lists the fiction movies in the front of the 
media list. The future work could base on the prior 
research of intelligent agent to figure out a suitable 
algorithm for peer-to-peer network. 
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